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The intelligent ultra-wide caster for 
high-quality slabs at Rizhao Shandong
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The single-strand caster is designed for an annual production of up to 1.5 million tons of steel slabs with widths of up 
to 3,250 mm and a thickness of 150 mm. This means the plant is able to cast the widest slabs in the world. Structural 
steels as well as micro- and low-alloy steel grades are produced on the caster, and peritectic grades make up approx. 
45 percent of the overall production output. The slabs are then processed to sheet metal plate and hot strip in the 
Steckel Mill using the hot charging technique.
The jumbo caster is equipped with smart and proven technologies, such as HD moldTC/FO, X-Pact® Level Control, 
X-Pact® Width Control, X-Pact® Solid Control, which are implemented assuring high-quality slab production. In the 
maintenance shop the digital aligning assistant HD LASr (High Definition Laser Aligning System remote) gets segment 
and mold alignment performed easily and perfectly. The PQA® (Product Quality Analyzer) system documents, monitors 
and secures the entire production process in the continuous casting plant.
The plant is also equipped with Industry 4.0 technologies, they provide the smart processing of plant data and 
automation of processes. Based on the steel grades to be produced, the X-Pact® Tech Assist automatically selects the 
optimal technological parameter settings for the metallurgical process.
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INTRODUCTION
Shandong Iron & Steel Group set up a new green field 
production base producing prime quality steels in Rizhao, 
Shandong Province in China.
The steelmaking plant consists of 4 x 210 t BOF, 2 x 210 
t ladle furnace, 3 x 210 t RH, 2 x 2 strand slab caster, 1 x 1 
strand ultra-wide slab caster (#3), 2 other relocated slab 
caster.
#3 is an ultra-wide medium thickness slab caster. The 
format range of slabs is 150 mm thickness and 2,000 – 
3,250 mm width.
Steel grades being produced are mainly structural steels, 
micro- and low-alloy steels. The slabs are hot charged to 
the SMS group supplied Steckel Mill, which rolls them to 
sheet plate and hot strip. The single-strand caster is de-
signed for an annual production of max. 1.5 million tons 
of steel slabs.
After intensive technical negotiation and market investi-
gation SDIS Rizhao Base finally chose SMS group as the 
supplier of the jumbo caster.
Basing on its successful jumbo caster projects and rich 
experience, advanced mechanical design, technology 
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L’Associazione Italiana di Metallurgia, per onorare la memoria 
del prof. Felice De Carli, ex Presidente dell’AIM, istituì nel 1968 un 
premio da assegnare ad un giovane ricercatore di cittadinanza 
italiana, che non avesse superato il 32° anno di età al momento 
della data di presentazione della domanda di concorso al 
premio e che avesse dimostrato di possedere un’adeguata 
maturità nel settore della ricerca metallurgica fondamentale e 
applicata.

L’Associazione ha deciso di bandire nuovamente il concorso 
per l’assegnazione del premio, consistente in una somma 
dell’importo di 1500 Euro e in una medaglia di ricordo recante 
l’effige del prof. Felice De Carli.

Per concorrere al premio occorre presentare domanda, anche 
a mezzo e-mail, con il testo di uno o più articoli originali del 
concorrente oltre che il curriculum vitae e l’elenco dei lavori già 
pubblicati o in corso di stampa.

La domanda va inviata, entro il 15 luglio 2022, alla Segreteria AIM, 
e-mail: info@aimnet.it.

La Commissione Giudicatrice, nominata dal Consiglio Direttivo 
AIM, a suo insindacabile giudizio, sceglierà l’Autore meritevole 
del premio, sia in base all’esame del lavoro inedito che dei titoli 
presentati. 
La consegna del premio avverrà nel corso del 39° Convegno 
Nazionale AIM, che si terrà a Padova dal 21 al 23 settembre 2022.

Milano, 5 aprile 2022
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know-how and latest electrical and automation X-Pact® 
packages, SMS group supplied SDIS Rizhao Base one 
jumbo continuous caster including Industry 4.0 techno-

logy for its high-quality steel grades and high output pro-
duction.

Fig.1 - Production line at continuous casting plant, in particular: the ultra-wide caster, furnace for Steckel mill, Steckel
plate mill in SDIS Rizhao Base.

The caster project scope comprised the design, manu-
facture and supply of core mechanical parts, the electrics
and automation, and the supervision of erection and com-
missioning.
SDIS Rizhao Base, Shandong province in China, has awar-

ded SMS group the final acceptance certificate,
following the successful commissioning of the new conti-
nuous caster for ultra-wide slabs 6 months after the
first cast.

Fig.2 - Jumbo caster in production.
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Tab.1 - Main technical data.

Fig.3 - JThe widest slabs cast by caster # 3 at SDIS.

PLANT DESCRIPTION AND MAIN DATA
The single-strand ultra-wide caster is designed for the 
production of qualified steel slabs in flexible formats, 
which match the 3500 mm Steckel mill production mix in 
SDIS Rizhao Base.
The range of grades produced comprises structure, mi-

cro-alloyed, alloyed steel grades, which are used in lar-
ge buildings, bridges, ships, pipelines, ocean platforms, 
boiler and pressure vessels and machinery, provided in 
thicknesses of 150 millimeters for Steckel mill. During ca-
sting, the width can be steplessly set from 2,000 to 3,250 
millimeters.
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SMS group’s intelligent slab casting modules are linking 
design, process, technology and automation.

INTELLIGENT MOLD
The mold, being of compact type and featuring a length of 
900 mm enables the casting of 150 or 180 mm thick slabs as 
a future extension. The narrow sides can be online set and 
controlled according to individual tapers by X-Pact® Width 
Control. A soft clamping function during the width change 
results in reduced adjustment forces and less wear of the 
copper plates. The electromechanical narrow side adjust-
ment featuring upper and lower high-precision spindles 

cares for exact taper and slab width adjustment.
The X-Pact® Width Control is equipped amongst others 
with:
Delta Speed Adjustment serves to adjust bigger width 
changes within shorter transition length. It allows lower
compression (width decrease) or reduced gap (width in-
crease) during adjustment.
The width and taper adaption function ensures an optimi-
zed width and taper setup of the mold. Thus, it optimizes 
the slab width and the heat flux on the narrow sides, which 
sustains the casting process by uniform melting of casting 
powder in this sensitive area.

The caster features a vertical length of approx. 2.5 m thus 
accounting for uniform strand solidification and for cen-
tering segregation bands in the slab. The strand guide is 
composed of 9 segments with a smart roller configura-
tion for optimum strand support minimizing tendencies 

for bulging or cracking. The strand bending as well as the 
straightening within one segment are performed each over 
several points enabling minimum bending / unbending 
strains for best internal and surface quality.

Fig.4 - 3D caster design.

Fig.5 - Delta speed adjustment with considerably reduced transition lengths.
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With X-Pact® Level Control, using an eddy-current mea-
suring system, a stabile mold level is achieved. A hydrau-
lic actuator system consisting of a rapidly moving hydrau-
lic cylinder with integrated position transducer actuated 
by a control-valve moves the tundish stopper rod to keep 
constant mold levels. The stopper mechanism featu-
res high thermal stability and tight tolerances in order to 
translate the rapid hydraulic movement onto the desired 
stopper rod movement.

The intelligent mold comprises also the HD moldTC/FO (TC 
= Thermocouples or FO = Fiber Optics) enabling an un-
disturbed casting process for increased plant availabili-
ty. Based on a reliable thermocouple or the fiber optical 
installation in the mold, the system allows detecting sti-

ckers thus predicting and minimizing breakouts.
Further, the heat flow over the mold width and height is 
measured and the temperature distribution in the mold
is displayed as a map.
Summing up HD moldTC/FO visualizes the processes in the 
mold, helps for optimizing the mold taper settings, cares 
for minimizing sticker breakouts and permits the opti-
mization of casting powder for an improved slab surface 
quality.
One set of HD moldFO narrow side is supplied in the 
project. By a much higher density of measuring points 
compared to thermocouples, it can prevent gutter forma-
tion for best slab quality.

Fig.6 - example of broad face HD moldFO.

Copper plate coating plays an important role in the quality 
of highly sophisticated steels sensitive to cracking at high 
temperatures. Without coating or following the wrong 
coating philosophy pinches can form close to the
meniscus zone and grow up to longitudinal cracks in the 
edge zones of the solidifying and shrinking slabs.
UNIGUARDTM metal-ceramic coating from SMS group 
leads to higher copper plate surface temperature at sta-
bile casting speed compared to e.g. the formerly coating 
concept with NiCo. Contraction of the strand shell is thus 

decreased and the heat flow through shell and mold pow-
der into the mold is kept more homogeneous.
Copper plate life time can be increased using the UNI-
GUARDTM concept with 1mm full face coating by factor
2.5 for broad faces and 3.5 for narrow faces [2].

RIGID MACHINE HEAD DESIGN
By leaving the mold’s foot rollers the strand is guided 
smoothly to the first roller of the well-aligned segment 0
and accordingly to segment 1.
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Fig.7 - Compact machine head.

During insertion, segment 0 and segment 1 are easily in-
stalled as they are self-positioning and self-connecting to 
the water supply lines by water-connecting plates. Fur-
thermore for quick maintenance, mold, segments 0 and 1 
can be removed as a package in one step.
The leaf-spring guided oscillation system is actuated by 2 
hydraulic cylinders. With online adjustment of stroke and 
frequency, the hydraulic oscillation offers complete flexi-
bility. Sinusoidal and asymmetric sinusoidal wave forms 
are possible. X-Pact® Mold Oscillation controls and mo-
nitors reliably the synchronized movement of the cylin-
ders on the left and the right side. The system cares for 
reduced and very even oscillation marks and a good di-
stribution of casting powder, important for a slab surface 
quality that enables hot charging. 
The smart and well proven leaf-spring guided system 
reduces the total oscillation weight, is mechanically we-
arfree and almost maintenance-free. It reaches the best 
oscillation shape, which is favorable for strand shell and 
copper plate interaction.
Different oscillation curves are selected depending on 
the used steel group, suggested by the X-Pact® Tech As-
sist. It offers real-time displays of measured values of the 
oscillator like positions, pressures and neg. strip, moni-
tors strand friction forces helping to indicate bad or in-
sufficient mold powder and hydraulic or mechanical pro-
blems.

OPTIMUM STRAND SUPPORT AND HANDLING
The strand support and segments are specially designed 

to assure an optimal strand support, slab geometry and 
quality of ultra-wide, medium thick slabs.
First, a smaller bow radius is used to lower the machine 
height and reduce the ferrostatic pressure, which leads to 
very slim segment frame design for easy installation and 
removal. Secondly the segment frames are strengthe-
ned with heavy and big size plates to bear much higher 
ferrostatic pressure coming from ultra-wide slabs. The 
segments built with rigid plate design have very long seg-
ments life time as well.
Thirdly the roller bodies of the segments are split into 
four parts to satisfy the strict requirements imposed on 
the strand guiding system of ultra wide slabs for minimum 
roller deflection. All these minimizes segment and roller 
deflection, which significantly increases with increasing 
casting width.
In addition, the segment body construction was engine-
ered with the help of the finite-element method (FEM) to 
achieve proper segment stiffness.
The cold/hot strand is driven on both sides at the upper 
and lower center roller to ensure exact guiding of all slab 
sizes and an optimal force transmission on the ultra-wide 
strand. The drive control X-Pact® Strand Drives provides 
a high degree of synchronicity between the two electric 
drives per segment and the interaction of all segments 
during casting. It ensures a predefined distribution of the 
total load among the segment motors which
are pressed on the cold/hot strand.
Precise aligning of the strand guide is one of the important 
keys for producing high-quality slabs.
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For caster #3 at SDIS Rizhao Base the reliable, easy, pre-
cise and digital measuring system HD LASr (High Defini-
tion Laser Aligning System remote) was provided by SMS 
group. The digital aligning assistant combines the best 
available hardware laser tracker and the intuitive SMS 

group software undertaking 3D measurement and au-
tomatic storage of data. It perfectly aligns the mold and 
strand guide and digitalizes the measuring data to increa-
se quality and decrease maintenance costs.

Fig.8 - HD LASr [segment] used for segment alignment.

Perfect edge temperature avoiding corner cracks is reali-
zed with width-dependent secondary cooling. Up to five 
control loops each on loose and fixed side ensure flexible 
adaptation of cooling media distribution over the ultra-wi-
de slab width in the critical segments. The fix distance of 
nozzle to slab maintains constant impact and constant 
heat transfer. An increasing product range is realized by 
air mist cooling.
X-Pact® Solid Control (replaces the previous DSC®) and 
includes the well-proven model for temperature control 
of the secondary cooling. Its extended functionality en-
sures even and controlled strand shell growth, offers the 
option of selecting "dry casting" in the horizontal strand 
guide, improves the edge quality through controlled 
edge cooling for all slab widths, calculates and precisely 
regulates the final solidification point and ensures with a 
homogeneous solidification front for besterformance of 

Dynamic soft reduction® and safe casting.

The X-Pact® Gap Control is designed for segments with 
position control. Its functions include 
• Dynamic soft reduction® to improve the internal slab 

quality, ensures a well-adjusted taper for each casting 
situation.

• Intelligent Taper Tracking to avoid negative effects on 
mold level, prevents segment overload and avoids 
high withdrawal forces by smooth changing the ther-
mal taper in all casting situations.

• Segment Gauge Control to ensure defined slab geo-
metry, prevents internal cracks caused by imperfect 
segment transition. It compensates the segment ben-
ding and cylinder elongation under load conditions.

• Withdrawal Reduction to prevent high segment for-
ces after strand stop and roll slippage for strand start 
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by controlling the transmitted torque.
• Slant Control to prevent mechanical damages of the 

rolls/segments, decreases the failure rate and impro-
ves slab geometry.

X-Pact® Cast Optimizer is centrally embedded in the ove-
rall automation infrastructure. It features interfaces to the 
Level 1 and other Level 2 systems of the caster and is con-
nected to other Level 2 systems, the Level 3 and the PQA® 

(Product Quality Analyzer). Based on data acquisition and 
administration of the above systems the X-Pact® Cast Op-
timizer tracks the complete material from arriving at the 
ladle turret, transport through the caster until leaving the 
run out area. During this, the system optimizes the com-
plete casting process using several functions beyond the 
tracking as e.g. casting speed optimization, determination 
of heat transition, supervision of current steel analysis or 
cut-length optimization.

Fig.9 - Control pulpit of #3caster.

PQA® AND INDUSTRIE 4.0
The steel grades produced by the steelworks encompass structural steels as well as micro and low-alloy steel grades 
used in high buildings, bridges, ship and marine, boiler and pressure vessels, machinery, pipelines as per the below 
table.

Tab.2 - SDIS Rizhao Base steel grade groups.
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Fig.10 - SMS group smart plant concept.

SDIS Rizhao Base also ordered latest quality enhancing di-
gital solutions for the casting plant from SMS group.
PQA® (Product Quality Assessment & Assurance, also 
known as QES® Quality Ensuring System) is an integra-
ted product quality system. It covers the essential quali-
ty aspects by the acquisition of relevant process data and 
events from the steel melt shop, the caster up to the slab 
yard or plate / coil yard in case of direct hot slab charging. 
The quality-determining variables and process parameters 
are automatically evaluated at regular intervals. The re-
sults are used to improve process control and to create a 
reproducible setting of the desired quality characteristics. 
Further benefits of the PQA® are the improvement of qua-
lity management and the full transparency of the process 
and product quality. PQA® helps to assure a superior slab 
quality and to compare the results for hot or cold-charged 
slabs. It stabilizes operational performance, enhances con-
fidence in quality decisions and enables the integration of 
continuous improvement by flexible rule adaption. 

Additionally, the plant is equipped with Industry 4.0 te-

chnologies developed by SMS group for smart plant data 
processing and process automation. Based on the steel 
grades to be processed, the X-Pact® Tech Assist automati-
cally selects the optimal technological parameter settings 
for the metallurgical process.
X-Pact® Process Guidance provides automatically - whe-
never needed - all relevant process information and 
prompts operator screens. All plant control and mainte-
nance functions can be conveniently executed from the 
operator's station. X-Pact® Business Intelligence combi-
nes the data from different systems, enabling interaction 
with dynamic applications and dashboards.

PRODUCTION & PRODUCTS
After the start of the hot commissioning the caster has 
shown a stable production curve. As an example: In the last 
two months of 2019, 904 heats, which means 210,707.00 t 
liquid steel were cast.
The production of different steel grade groups in these two 
months has been portioned as per the following graph.

Fig.11 - Production of steel grade groups in Nov. & Dec. 2019.
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The slab widths cover nearly the whole format spectrum; however emphasis is on the medium width range of 2,250 – 
2,750 mm.

Fig.12 - Produced slab widths in Nov. & Dec. 2019.

The slab surface quality records for Nov. 2019 are only 9 slabs with surface defects (cracks). There are no slabs with sur-
face defects in Dec. 2019.

Fig.13 - Slab piles in slab yard.

The superior internal quality is highly-demanded for slabs to be rolled for plate products in Steckel mill. The macro soli-
dification analysis show that class C internal quality is achieved in the casting process.

Fig.14 - Macro solidification analysis: Class C 0.5 (central segregation, cracks, porosity, holes, ..) according to Chinese
Slab Quality Standard YB-T4003-2016.
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CONCLUSIONS
SDIS Rizhao Base is a new green field production base 
producing prime quality steel grades in Rizhao, Shandong 
Province in China, set up by Shandong Iron & Steel Group 
(SDIS).
SDIS Rizhao Base is successfully producing high quality ul-
tra-wide slabs comprising of demanding steel grades. The 

vertical bending caster supplied by SMS group, commis-
sioned in 2019 is equipped with the Industry 4.0 slab casting 
modules of SMS group. The latest smart and well-proven 
technologies such as HD modules, various X-Pact® packa-
ges and the PQA® system assure the ultra-wide slab quality 
achieving more than 99% defect-free slabs.


